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Art, 

I really enjoyed meeting you at the DHX Shareholder meeting on May 22, 2018.  You seem to have the 

qualities of a dynamic leader.  But what are you going to lead?  The dynamics in the market have changed 

considerably, given the recent activist, equity position filed with the SEC by TCS Capital Management (Eric 

Semler).  May I please provide some of the history between TCS Capital Management and Capital Executive? 

In February 2014, Capital Executive attacked Angie’s List (ANGI) in the market with an undervaluation 

argument, which questioned the long-term viability of the organization.  In September 2014, Capital Executive 

presented a shareholder value argument to the market: “unless ANGI modifies its consumer pricing strategy, 

ANGI would fail as an independent organization and ultimately get acquired by Home Advisor (IAC).” 

In July 2015, TCS Capital Management launched an activist, equity position in ANGI, seeking not only a 

change in the Board of Directors but also a strategic combination with Home Advisor (IAC).  In October 2017, 

Home Advisor (IAC) acquired ANGI and maximized the long-term shareholder value of the organization. 

TCS Capital Management has the expertise, the clout and the capital to effectuate change within a publicly-

traded organization like DHX.  Whereas Capital Executive has the argument to maximize the shareholder value 

of DHX, like it had the argument to maximize the shareholder value of ANGI.   

In August 2017, I quietly attacked the DHI Group, Inc. (DHX) with the following argument: “DHX had a 

Corporate Governance Crisis.”  I communicated directly with senior management, corporate governance and 

large shareholders.  In November 2017, the CEO resigned from DHX, creating the opportunity for you!      

According to your compensation agreement with DHX, if you achieve certain metrics, you’ll own 2,500,000 

shares of DHX common equity, which is a considerable position – with unbelievable potential.  I’m willing to 

structure a consulting agreement with DHX – whereby risk is minimized for both parties.  In other words, I’ll 

assume the compensatory risk of any agreement, because I’m willing to have the value I create for myself 

reflect the value I help create for the DHX shareholder.  I firmly believe this type of an agreement aligns our 

interest to maximize the creation of shareholder value. 

If you expect to maximize shareholder value, you’ll have to change the “DHX narrative” delivered to the equity 

market, because the equity market discounts (challenges) the financial future of an organization by thoroughly 

evaluating the operating assumptions (history) of the organization.  Accordingly, the next generation of DHX 

users represent the first step in offering the equity market “hope for growth,” because you’re competing against 

a juggernaut (LinkedIn), offering a bleak, long-term future for DHX, unless the organization modifies its 

approach to market – a very critical element!  In fact, the next generation represents the first step in serving the 

career development needs of the skilled labor – which signify the life blood of the DHX organization.   
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To maximize the creation of shareholder value, DHX must reorganize selling and marketing as well as increase 

market research expenditures which better assess the “needs” of the target market.  

 

Revenue declines with a negative trajectory.  However, as a % of revenue, deferred revenue, selling and 

marketing increasingly accelerates the relative weight.  As a result, the marginal cost of selling the DHX 

software-as-a-service (SaaS) reflects an inefficient, selling argument (position) for the target market.  

DHX must streamline its management information system in a way that creates significant operating 

efficiencies and produces dramatically improved decision making throughout the organization!   

 

Maintaining three brands (operations) explains the declining revenue and the increasing cost structure of DHX.  

This generalist position competes directly against LinkedIn, which begs a question.  “Why compete directly 

against LinkedIn?”  Why not leverage the LinkedIn platform to maximize the shareholder value of DHX?  

In fact, why not develop a corporate strategy for DHX to get acquired by Microsoft (MSFT) within a four-to-

five-year period?  I’ve developed a verifiable, track record with MSFT, and I believe my DHX corporate 

strategy factors the long-term needs of the MSFT organization, especially LinkedIn.    

You inherited an organization from another CEO, and some of the operating tendencies developed under the 

previous CEO destroyed the equity value of DHX.  Why not change the culture of DHX by using an ESOP as a 

financing mechanism to offer ownership incentives to everyone in the organization?  By offering ownership 

incentive combined with a clear mission for the organization, an ESOP can destroy self-serving agendas and 

cultivate a healthy, vibrant organization, which not only challenges the operating assumptions of the 

organization but also firmly reinforces the optimal mission of the DHX organization.  

• To Serve the Career Development needs of the Skilled Labor – Technology 

o Get Acquired by MSFT – within a four-to-five-year period 

You’re a leader – I’m an analyst – Lets work together and really maximize the shareholder value of DHX.  I’m 

looking forward to your reply.   

Respectfully, 

Ken Copley 

Capital Executive LLC 

DHI Group, Inc. (DHX) 12/31/2013 12/31/2016 12/31/2017 LTM

Sales (Revenue) 262,615$   226,970$  207,950$  193,558$    

Growth - YOY -13.6% -8.4% -6.9%

Deferred Revenue 86,444$     84,615$    83,646$    77,291$      

% of Sales (Revenue) 32.9% 37.3% 40.2% 39.9%

Selling & Marketing 68,799$     77,451$    80,508$    77,981$      

% of Sales (Revenue) 26.2% 34.1% 38.7% 40.3%

DHI Group, Inc. (DHX) 12/31/2013 12/31/2016 12/31/2017 LTM

Sales (Revenue) 262,615$   226,970$  207,950$  193,558$    

Growth - YOY -13.6% -8.4% -6.9%

Cost of Sales 23,429$     32,126$    29,974$    27,323$      

% of Sales (Revenue) 8.9% 14.2% 14.4% 14.1%

Product Development 22,437$     25,714$    24,984$    24,107$      

% of Sales (Revenue) 8.5% 11.3% 12.0% 12.5%

General & Administrative 36,129$     43,684$    40,749$    38,390$      

% of Sales (Revenue) 13.8% 19.2% 19.6% 19.8%
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